SWIFT gpi
& Universal
Confirmations via
Bottomline’s API
Gateway
Provides direct access via APIs to update &
interrogate the SWIFT Payment Tracker

What is the SWIFT Payments Tracker?
The Tracker operates as a SWIFT-managed application. SWIFT
extracts selected information from in-scope MT Payment
messages and sends the data to the Tracker. gpi confirmations
may be provided to the Tracker directly via MTs, API calls, and the
User Interface. The Tracker API service uses the gpi Rest APIs to
send and receive status updates to and from the Tracker directly.
The Bottomline API Gateway exposes the SWIFT APIs for gpi in an
easy to consume platform - The Bottomline API Gateway.

Bottomline are the first Aggregator
globally to offer access to the
SWIFT Tracker via APIs

bottomline.com

What is the value of SWIFT gpi & Universal
Confirmations via Bottomline’s API Gateway?
We are the first aggregator globally to offer access to the SWIFT Tracker via
APIs. SWIFT APIs for gpi via the Bottomline API Gateway enables easy access
to the SWIFT Payments Tracker database and allows you to leverage APIs to see
end-to-end data, via a single gateway alongside the other APIs that you use with
Bottomline.
Using the Payment Tracker can reduce investigative efforts associated with
payments by as much as 50% through improved data visibility – saving on costs and
customer service resources.
This API enabled integrated data precludes the need to worry about inclusion of
MTn99 status updates, cutting down on transaction counts. Customers can leverage
Bottomline’s API enabled Payment Services or connect directly to the SWIFT Tracker
Database.

How can Bottomline support you?
Bottomline have implemented the required Webservers and Security Components
from SWIFT in a SWIFT API Services Hub, to allow its bureau clients to make API
calls to the Tracker via the Bottomline API Gateway.
We can offer implementation and ongoing support package for clients to start using
the APIs with no requirement to install the webservers. The service includes:
•

Set up and ordering support.

•

Testing and go live.

•

Ongoing maintenance and availability of the gpi Rest APIs via the Bottomline
API Gateway.

The scope of what the API can be used for will vary depending on whether you
are either a full gpi member or using the API to provide confirmation status under
Universal Confirmation. The APIs are valid for both.
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Access the SWIFT APIs for gpi via the Bottomline API
Gateway - single window, managed service – for easier
and faster implementation

Why choose Bottomline?
SWIFT gpi & Universal Confirmations via Bottomline’s API Gateway is the first
service provider to enable all FIs to connect via an Aggregator to the SWIFT Tracker
using innovative API technology and the Bottomline API Gateway. No matter the size
of institution, the volume/value of your cross-border portfolio or the state of your
legacy infrastructure, the opportunity is there for you to take your share of the $10T
global cross-border payments space.

Why should banks, FIs and Corporates
prioritise SWIFT gpi implementation?
•

Universal Confirmations: by the end of 2020, every single SWIFT customer
payment (MT 103 on FIN) will require a confirmation that the funds have been
credited to the end beneficiary account.

•

You can’t afford to NOT be a part of the SWIFT gpi network: More than
760 banks have signed-up to the SWIFT gpi service, with the capability to
channel payments into over 2242 country corridors and 150+ currencies. Every
day, banks send the equivalent of over $327 billion in value and 70+ of SWIFT’s
17 million daily messages.

•

You have to be in it, to win it: There is a predicted $10T opportunity in the global
high value cross-border payments space according to a survey commissioned
by Visa, with almost six-in-ten respondents (59%) expecting overall revenues
from cross-border payments to increase in the next five years as a result of
faster payments. Nearly a quarter of respondents (24%) expect to see faster
payments drive up revenues by as much as 25%.

•

Your customers are demanding it: Corporate customers have threatened to
switch banks if they don’t get it e.g. 100% of corporate customers that BNP
Paribas onboards all ask for details on what SWIFT gpi offerings are available.
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Confirmations now mandatory on SWIFT
and gpi increasingly popular. Use the APIs
today to streamline your Confirmations

Provides access to the SWIFT Tracker for all
financial institutions, levelling the crossborder payments playing field

Enables full push/pull functionality for the
SWIFT Tracker for SWIFT gpi members

Next Steps:
Contact Bottomline today to find out how we can partner
you to success on +44 118 925 8250 or click below:
CONTACT US

About Bottomline Technologies

Connect with us

Bottomline Technologies (NASDAQ: EPAY) makes complex business payments simple, smart and secure. Corporations
and banks rely on Bottomline for domestic and international payments, efficient cash management, automated workflows
for payment processing and bill review, and state of the art fraud detection, behavioral analytics and regulatory compliance
solutions. Thousands of corporations around the world benefit from Bottomline solutions. Headquartered in Portsmouth, NH,
Bottomline delights customers through offices across the U.S., Europe, and Asia-Pacific.
For more information, visit www.bottomline.com
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